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Gladiator 650

Coast Guard
Patrolling
Rescue
Survey
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No-nonsense philosophy
A simple but efficient- and maintenance free design.
Designed for Protection, Scientific survey, Rescue and Surveillance missions of
coastal-and inland waters or critical infrastructures such as naval bases, harbours , dams and terminals. The multi-purpose Gladiator is an affordable and
reliable solution to your needs. Thanks to the HDPE material the Gladiator has a
very low maintenance requirement which allows its professional use all yearround without dry-docking for hull maintenance and avoid the use of expensive
anti-fouling.

In-house designs
Gladiator 650

All our models are designed in house so we know exactly how to ensure a proper
and effective production process. The mold less production system allows us to



HIGH BUOYANCY

adapt the boat to your specific needs and the options are infinite. All our designs



LOW MAINTENANCE

comply with the applicable ISO standards. Our models are available fully build, in



SUPERIOR TENSILE STRENGTH

kit or just as design.



SHOCK ABSORBANT



HIGH GRADE HDPE



OPTIONAL EXTRA FIRE RETARDANT



HIGH FREEBOARD AND NUMEROUS
HANDHOLDS



CONTAINERABLE FOR FAST OPERATIONS



100% RECYCLABLE MATERIAL

SUV of the sea
Due to its specific “Mad Max look” the WAWA design will have your clients
questioning about the design which will allow you to expand on the safetyand sustainable priorities of your venture.
The rugged look is reinforced by the fact that HDPE is an extremely strong and
maintenance free material it will withstand the most harsh conditions and
close encounters with rocks, ice and any extreme environment. Paired with an
outboard engine, the traditional V-shaped hull is fast and stable under any
conditions, with excellent seagoing properties.

Container size
You can fit two Gladiators into one 40ft container, this make the unit easy and
fast to put into service anywhere on the globe.
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CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Because our designs are made out of
welded HDPE sheets we are able to
customize the design to all your needs
and this Gladiator can merely be considered as a an example of what we
can do.

Available options









Seakeeper gyro stabilizer.
Fire retardant HDPE
Closed transom
Solar panels
Aircon unit
Roof racks
Crane
...

HDPE High Density Polyethylene
HDPE is lighter than water and thus provides maximum buoyancy. Buoyancy elements are added in the void compartment so that in the unlikely event these
compartments flood, the integral buoyancy will remain.
HDPE has a high tensile strength; landing on rocks will only scratch the surface of
the material which can easily be repaired. In fact it is so strong that bullet resistant jackets are made out of it. Dive tanks and other heavy metal objects fall-

Advantages
1. LOW MAINTENANCE
2. VIRTUALLY UNSINKABLE
3. STRONG
4. COST-EFFECTIVE
5. DURABLE
6. RECYCLABLE
7. CONTAINERABLE
8. FUEL EFFICIENT
9. SAFE
10. EASY TO TRAILER

ing on the deck will not cause any damage.
HDPE is shock absorbing, tough and strong at the same time and thus ideal for
near shore activities.
Our HDPE plates offer the option to have additional fire retardant applied.

WAWA CREATIONS MANAGEMENT
Wawa Creations is a think-tank of different companies based in Thailand and the
Netherlands who create eco-friendly innovative- and inclusive designs. We have
experience in boat building, yard management, ISO certifications, naval architecture, maritime software such as Rhino, Orca, Delftship, Hullscant and others
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Specifications
GLADIATOR 650

Length of hull:

6.57 m

Length waterline:

5.58 m

Beam of hull:

2.27 m

Draft:

0.39 m

Empty craft weight:

1365 kg

Maximum loaded Condition:

2965 kg

Maximum load (incl. fuel):

1100 kg

CE Design category:

C
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